Deception of the Heart

Melanie Bennett cant believe her luck
when her boss asks her to accompany him
on the trip to Italy. His collaboration with
the brilliant writer Daniel Spitieri brings
them to the old mans villa for a week long
stay. Here, they are welcomed by the
writer, his wife and one more unexpected
guest, Jonathan Davies, whose very
presence will change her life forever. Torn
between the loyalty to her boss and the
magnetic pull of Jons dark eyes, she is
trying to walk the thin line dividing the two
worlds. Only the boundary lines between
duty, work and pleasure blur, her boss
erratic behavior adding fuel to the fire. His
trip to meet Daniel Spitieri has nothing to
do with the older mans academic
achievements. Nothing is what it seems,
each step taking her deeper and deeper into
something much more sinister and
unexpected than she would have ever
thought Surrounded by lies and danger, she
decides to reach out to the man who had
gained her trust from the moment they met.
Confining into Jonathan seems like the
only way out, her hopes shattered when she
finally discovers that her boss isnt the only
one hiding secrets. The man who made
love to her with passion that could set the
whole world on fire, seems to have his own
agenda, their affair nothing more than a
charade to serve his purpose.Who is this
tall, dark eyed man who seems almost too
perfect to be true? And most importantly
why did he let her believe he cared about
her in the first place? The time for games is
over, the cards laid out on the table for her
to see.

The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it? nature and your former way of life,
which is corrupted by lust and deception.The heart of man is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: Who
can know it . So deceitful, that the generality of men are continually deceiving bothThe heart is deceitful above all things
and beyond cure. Who can understand it?Deception of The Heart: Roller Coaster Romance of Deception - Kindle edition
by Montise Malone. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC,According to the prophet Jeremiah, the
spiritual heart is so innately wicked and deceptive that one cannot even understand his own heart--but God
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does!Jeremiah 17:9 - The heart is more deceitful than all else And is desperately sick He feeds on ashes a deceived heart
has turned him aside And he cannotHow long shall there be lies in the heart of the prophets who prophesy lies, and
prophesy falsehood, even these prophets of the deception of their own heart,Crooked is the heart above all things, And it
is incurable -- who doth know it? their own lewd imaginations deceive them and bring them to these hardships: but
Follow your heart is a tempting gospel to believe, but our hearts can never save us. We need to be saved from our
hearts.Deception of the Heart has 68 ratings and 5 reviews. Iluvbooks44 said: I love Ellens books and this one doesnt
disappoint.I loved this book from starThe heart is deceitful above all things, And desperately wicked Who can know it?
Introduction Above all else, guard your heart, for it is the wellspring of life (Proverbs The pull of this old nature is
always there to deceive us.The heart is deceitful above all things and beyond cure. Who can understand it?
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